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Effects of Built-In Polarization on InGaN–GaN
Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers
Joachim Piprek, Robert Farrell, Steve DenBaars, and Shuji Nakamura

Abstract—We investigate the effect of built-in spontaneous and
piezoelectric polarization on the internal device physics of current-injected GaN-based vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs) with strained InGaN quantum wells. Advanced device
simulation is applied to a previously manufactured device design
featuring dielectric mirrors and an indium–tin–oxide current
injection layer. Contrary to common perception, we show: 1) that
only a small fraction of the built-in quantum-well polarization
is screened at typical injection current densities and 2) that the
polarization of the AlGaN electron stopper layer has a strong
effect on the VCSEL threshold current which can be partly
compensated for by higher p-doping.
Index Terms—Electron leakage, GaN-based light emitter,
InGaN quantum well, numerical simulation, piezoelectric effect,
polarization, vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL).
Fig. 1. Schematic VCSEL design.
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IEZOELECTRIC and spontaneous polarization is known
to be much stronger in c-plane GaN-based alloys than in
other III-V compounds. Extensive experimental and theoretical
work has been invested in this phenomenon, and nonlinear
analytical approximations have been derived for calculating the
built-in polarization [1]. Polarization strongly affects radiative
recombination processes in strained InGaN quantum wells
which are typically employed in GaN-based light-emitting
devices [2]. The polarization-induced electrostatic field leads
to a separation of electrons and holes within the quantum
well and thereby to a reduction of the photon emission rate.
However, for GaN-based lasers, polarization effects are usually
considered less important because the high density of electrons
and holes in the quantum wells is assumed to screen the built-in
polarization charges [3].
Using advanced device simulation, we investigate the effects
of polarization on the internal physics and the threshold current of InGaN–GaN laser diodes. Our software self-consistently
combines wurtzite quantum well band structure calculations, radiative and nonradiative carrier recombination, carrier drift and
diffusion, and optical mode computation [4]. More details of the
model are described elsewhere [5]. Previously, we used a very
similar model to study edge-emitting high-power InGaN–GaN
lasers, demonstrating good agreement with measurements [6].
Here, we focus on InGaN–GaN vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs), which are expected to exhibit several
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advantages over their edge-emitting counterparts, including
lower manufacturing costs, circular output beam, and longer
lifetime. In contrast to the success of GaAs-based VCSELs in
recent years, GaN-based VCSELs face significant challenges
and only optically pumped devices have been reported thus far
[7]. Our theoretical study is based on an injection-type 405-nm
VCSEL that was designed, fabricated, and characterized earlier
[8]. Fig. 1 shows the schematic design of this device which was
grown by metal-organic chemical–vapor deposition (MOCVD)
on sapphire. The multiquantum well (MQW) active region
consists of five 4-nm-thick In Ga N quantum wells and
8-nm-wide Si-doped In
Ga
N barriers, and it is covered by a 20-nm p-Al Ga N electron stopper layer to
reduce electron leakage into the p-GaN spacer layer [9]. An
indium–tin–oxide (ITO) p-contact layer is employed, which
confines the current injection to a 10- m wide aperture. The top
metal ring contact confines the optical mode to about a 12- m
diameter. Eleven-period dielectric distributed Bragg reflectors
(DBRs) are used on both sides, which exhibit a high reflectance
above 99%. Among other reasons, built-in polarization is
considered one of the factors that prevented this device from
lasing [10].
The built-in polarization is represented by fixed interface
charges at every hetero interface within the device (Table I).
Fig. 2 compares the MQW energy band diagrams as calculated
with and without polarization charges, using the AlGaN hole
density as a parameter. The polarization significantly deforms
the energy band diagram. This is remarkable considering the
relatively high injection current density of
kA/cm
used in this simulation, which is more than triple the threshold
current density of similar edge-emitting lasers [6]. Surprisingly,
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TABLE I
BUILT-IN POLARIZATION CHARGE DENSITIES CALCULATED FOR DIFFERENT
TYPES OF INTERFACES IN OUR DEVICE USING MODEL IN [1]

Fig. 3. Vertical profile of carrier densities and internal electrostatic field for
full polarization and j = 10 kA/cm (same band diagram as in Fig. 2, AlGaN
hole density= 10 cm ).

Fig. 2. Energy band diagram of the MQW active region at 10 kA/cm injection
current density: dashed line is no polarization and solid line is full polarization
(parameter: AlGaN hole density).

the built-in polarization field is not screened as is commonly
assumed for laser operation.
In order to further evaluate this finding, we also plot carrier densities and net electrostatic field (Fig. 3). As expected,
electrons and holes are clearly separated within the quantum
wells due to the built-in field. The polarization charge densities at the MQW interfaces translate into a built-in quantum
well field of 1.8 MV/cm. The actual electrostatic field in Fig. 3
is less than 1 MV/cm due to partial screening. However, the
injected quantum well carrier density is not large enough to
completely screen the built-in field, which is in agreement with
our previous investigation of edge-emitting lasers [6]. This can
be easily checked by converting the interface charge densities
given in Table I into a uniform quantum well carrier density of
2.4 10 cm needed for full screening. Our calculations
show that current densities of more than 100 kA/cm are required for complete screening of the quantum-well polarization in our device, since many carriers recombine outside the
quantum wells.
Fig. 3 also illustrates the carrier accumulation at the AlGaN
stopper layer. This layer is intended to prevent electrons from
leaking into the p-GaN layer by creating an energy barrier in
the conduction band. The energy barrier is more than 200 meV
high without polarization (dashed line in Fig. 2). With full polarization, it is substantially reduced by the high density of positive
polarization charges at the InGaN–AlGaN interface, which attract a high electron density and lead to strong band bending.

Fig. 4. VCSEL threshold current versus built-in polarization charges with
AlGaN hole density as a parameter (100% polarization corresponds to data
given in Table I).

The corresponding increase in electron leackage is expected to
have detrimental effects on the VCSEL threshold current.
Experimental investigations of similar quantum wells often
give weaker built-in fields than predicted, ranging from 20%
[11] to 80% [12] of the theoretical value, with typical results
near 50% [13]. This broad variation has been attributed to partial compensation of the built-in polarization by fixed defect and
interface charges [14] or to inappropriate analysis of measured
data [15]. On the other hand, the theoretical polarization model
may deviate from reality, especially for InGaN, as only AlGaN
measurements have been used for validation [1]. Since the actual
polarization in our device is unknown, we are using the magnitude of the polarization charges as a parameter in the following.
Fig. 4 shows the calculated VCSEL threshold current as
a function of polarization strength. Without polarization, the
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increase of the threshold current. Significant reduction of the
threshold current should be achieved by growing the epitaxial
structure along another crystal orientation with less built-in polarization [18].
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Fig. 5. Lateral profile of electron leakage at AlGaN–GaN interface for
different polarization charges and AlGaN hole densities. Solid line is
10 cm and dashed line is 10 cm (100% polarization corresponds to
data in Table I).
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